Shoe Care
Pointe shoes, in spite of their
hard work, are fairly delicate
shoes. They must be kept dry
and will stay cleaner if kept in
a separate cloth bag, away
from tap shoes. Make sure not
to leave toe pads in shoes. If
you have sweaty feet, leave
the shoes open to dry.
Dry pancake make-up to
match the shoe may be
applied to clean up for
performances.
Mole skin may be applied to
the platform area to reduce
wear on the satin.

Dancers with very sweaty feet
may coat the inside of the
shoe box with Future floor
wax to create a vapour
barrier to extend the life of
the shoe.
It is highly recommended that
your fitting be done by a
professional. Please feel free
to contact Evelyn.
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Pointe Shoe
Basics
After several years of preparation in
ballet, the dancer is now ready to begin
the art of dancing “en point.” The pointe
shoe gives support to the foot, enabling
the dancer to maintain position on their
toes. Careful attention is required to
ensure a proper fit which will help the
dancer to achieve their goal and not
damage their feet.

Foot Preparation
Feet should be clean with toenails well
clipped. The skin on the dancer’s feet
will need to toughen so care should be
taken not to over-moisturize feet.
Tights with a transition foot are
advisable as this allows the dancer to
make last minute adjustments. A seam on
the top side of the toe is not advisable.

Spacers and Toe Pads

Knowing Your Foot Shape

With your foot flat, take your hands and gently squeeze your
foot on the sides at the ball of the foot. Are all of the spaces
between the toes closed? If not, you will need the
corresponding spacer to close this space.

Occasionally, even when the best shoe choice is
made, there still needs to be some fine-tuning to
obtain the optimum fit. When standing on pointe,
check to see which toes are not supporting you.

Next, choose a thin toe pad. Toe pads help to absorb friction in
the shoe while the dancer is learning technique. Eventually,
you might want to dance without one, to make the shoe and
your foot one.

Ribbons and
Elastics

The Fitting
à With toe pads and any spacers in place,
smoothly slide your foot into the shoe, aiming
straight for the platform. Standing flat on the
floor, the shoe should fit very snuggly around
the foot with the ball of the foot flat and no
toes overlapping. Take a moment to feel this.
à Standing in open second position, you should
feel the toe press firmly on the end when you
grand plie. It should never make your toes bend
or cause pain in the foot or heel. Take a
moment and check the pressure. Only slight
pressure if your feet are still growing.
à Holding on to a barre or someone’s hands,
carefully place one foot on pointe and then the
second. Be aware of whether your foot drops
down into the shoe. If you do, the shoe is too
wide and your need to choose a narrower
width.
à All your toes should support your weight and be
touching in the shoe. You should feel supported,
with no pressure on one area more than
another.
à When standing en pointe, you should be able to
slightly pinch the back of the shoe at the heel.

Ribbons not only hold the
shoe in place, but add
support to the dancer’s
ankles. Perfect placement
may take a few tries. The
ribbons should be at the
sides of the foot where the
arch breaks before the heel.
It should be at a slight
angle from the back to the
top edge. Usually you receive one length of ribbon. Cut it into
four equal pieces. Place the ribbon close to the bottom of the
inside. Turning under 1/8th inch, hand sew to the inside of the
show on four sides of the ribbon, being careful not to interfere
with the drawstring casing. The outside end of the ribbon
needs to be sealed to prevent fraying. I usually burn with a
match to melt the end.

If you have a Grecian foot, you will need to create a
platform for the big toe to stand on. This will allow
the second toe to go straight to the bottom and
prevent a hammer toe.
In the case of an Egyptian foot, you may need to
create a platform for the second and third toes to
taper the inside of the box to match the foot.
For extremely narrow feet, a toe pad with
metatarsal padding will need to be used to help fill
in the shoe. Make sure that you have chosen the
narrowest width before you fill in.

Selecting the Correct Shoe
There are many different types of pointe shoes to
select from. Your first choice needs to correspond
with your shape of foot. A tapered shoe is best for
an Egyptian foot, while a wide platform is best for a
Roman foot.

Elastics are sometimes needed for extra support or to aid in
keeping the heel in place while the shoe is being broken in.
These are sewn to the side backs of the heel being snug
around the ankle. Be careful not to sew directly to the back of
the shoe as this will add pressure on the Achilles tendon.

Knowing your foot shape is essential to correct fit

